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I once overheard a mother counseling her grown daughter to avoid dating a man who she thought had a drinking problem. The daughter said, “Mom, he’s not an alcoholic!” The mother quickly responded with, “Well, maybe not, but he almost is.”

Perhaps you’ve heard someone, referring to a boss or public figure, say (or have said yourself), “I don’t like that guy. He’s almost a psychopath!”

Over the years, I’ve heard many variations on this theme, and though the medical literature has many examples of “subclinical syndromes” that are often not well known (except by doctors specializing in that particular area of medicine) or well described (except in highly technical medical research articles).

The medical literature currently recognizes many problems or syndromes that don’t quite meet the standard definition of a medical condition. They are what medical professionals often refer to as “subclinical,” and, using the common parlance from the examples above, what we’re calling the almost effect.
For example:

- Glucose intolerance may or may not always lead to the medical condition of diabetes, but it nonetheless increases your risk of getting diabetes (which then increases your risk of heart attacks, strokes, and many other illnesses).
- Sunburns, especially severe ones, may not always lead to skin cancer, but they always increase your risk of skin cancer, cause immediate pain, and may cause permanent cosmetic issues.
- Pre-hypertension may not always lead to hypertension (high blood pressure), but it increases your risk of getting hypertension (which then increases your risk of heart attacks, strokes, and other illnesses).
- Osteopenia signifies a minor loss of bone that may not always lead to the more significant bone loss called osteoporosis, but it still increases your risk of getting osteoporosis (which then increases your risk of having a pathologic fracture).

Diseases can develop slowly, producing milder symptoms for years before they become full-blown. If you recognize them early, before they become fully develop, and take relatively simple actions, you have a good chance of preventing them. In many instances there are steps you can try at home on your own; this is especially true with the mental and behavioral health disorders.

So, what exactly is the almost effect and why this book? *Almost Alcoholic* is one of a series of books by faculty members from Harvard Medical School and other experts that, for the first time, sets out to describe in everyday language how to
recognize and what to do about some of the most common behavioral and emotional problems that fall within the continuum between normal and full-blown pathology. Since this concept is new and still evolving, we’re proposing a new term, the almost effect, as characterized by the following criteria:

1. Covers the spectrum that falls outside of normal behavior but falls short of meeting the criteria for a particular diagnosis (such as alcoholism, major depression, antisocial personality disorder, or substance dependence)

2. Is currently causing real problems for individuals and/or others in their lives

3. May progress to the full-blown condition, meeting accepted diagnostic criteria, but even if it doesn’t, still can cause significant suffering

4. Identification and appropriate interventions will likely be helpful to individuals and/or significant others in their lives

The Almost Effect

All of the books in the Almost Effect series make a simple point: Each of these conditions occurs on a spectrum, with normal health and behavior at one end, and the full-blown disease at the other. In between these two extremes is where the almost effect lies and is a point at which a person is experiencing real
pain and suffering for which there are solutions—if the problem is recognized.

Recognizing the almost effect not only helps a person address real problems now, but also opens the door for change well in advance of a condition becoming severe. In short, recognizing the almost effect has two primary goals: (1) alleviate pain/suffering now, and (2) prevent more serious problems later.

I am convinced there is tremendous suffering occurring due to the almost effect that the science-based information in these books can help alleviate. This can happen through both the practical self-assessment and advice they offer and by opening up the opportunity for health care professionals to intervene by drawing upon the current research as well as their clinical expertise.

I hope you find this book helpful. For more information about other books in this series, visit www.TheAlmostEffect.com.

Julie Silver, MD
Assistant Professor, Harvard Medical School
Chief Editor of Books, Harvard Health Publications
The authors wish to express their appreciation to Julie Kathleen Silver, MD, of Harvard Medical School and Harvard Health Publications, and to Sid Farrar of Hazelden Publications for their invaluable editorial assistance at every step of the process of producing this book, from its initial conceptualization to the final product. We would like to acknowledge Nancy Monson for her expert help and guidance in preparing the original framework of this book. We also want to thank Iva Pravdova, MD, and Carol Dyson, RN, for sharing their insights on the generational effects of alcohol and substance abuse in families.
Normal and Abnormal Drinking

We are two doctors—a psychiatrist and a psychologist—who have worked as mental health professionals for many years. In addition, each of us has pursued further training in the area of substance abuse. We were privileged to have learned from experts in some of the best treatment centers in the world, including the Betty Ford Center and the Hazelden Foundation.

By way of introduction, Dr. Rob Doyle is a psychiatrist who works for Harvard University Health Services. Besides providing mental health medical care to Harvard students, he is involved in research and is a frequent speaker at workshops and conferences. Dr. Joe Nowinski, a clinical psychologist, works for the University of Connecticut Health Center. He also is involved in research in substance abuse treatment and has trained many clinicians in the interventions he has developed.

In this book, we will share an important revelation that we have learned from our collective experience. This revelation has not been described in other books or even in the medical
literature. Nevertheless, it has enormous impact on the lives of millions of people. Here’s what we’ve discovered: the men and women who have been diagnosed as alcohol dependent—or, more simply, alcoholic—represent but the tip of the iceberg of a much larger segment of the population whose lives are negatively impacted by alcohol use. One way to think of those who carry an official alcohol-related diagnosis is that they fit fairly neatly into a diagnostic “box” defined by various objective symptoms. But what about this other group—the much larger part of the iceberg that lies below the waterline? Though not technically alcoholics, these men and women—young, middle-aged, and older adults—nevertheless are experiencing problems related to their drinking. There is pain and suffering going on that is undiagnosed—and untreated—simply because it hasn’t really been described or defined. We call these people “almost alcoholics” and this is the first book that identifies and explains this condition. The “almost” concept is a paradigm shift in the way we look at alcohol use. Put simply, the “almost alcoholic” does not drink normally but also wouldn’t be labeled an “alcoholic.” Because this is a new concept to many people, they often don’t see the connection between their drinking and the various problems it is causing. Similarly, the doctors or other professionals they consult with may not connect the dots either. The end result is that quite a few of these men and women will continue to suffer the consequences of their drinking—consequences that not only affect them directly, but have a powerful ripple effect and cause considerable suffering to those around them as well. Such consequences may include failed romantic relationships, alienation of children and parents, careers marked by underachievement, declining health, and
emotional problems. Eventually, for some of these people, their drinking will progress to the point where they will be diagnosed as alcoholics and will hopefully get help. But even if they don’t reach this point, the significant, unaddressed suffering of the person who is almost alcoholic can be relieved by recognizing the problem and then addressing it.

In this book, we help you understand what it means to be an almost alcoholic—whether that term applies to you or to someone you care about—and give you some practical, proven suggestions on what you (or your loved one) can do about it. If you are concerned about another person, we encourage you to share this book with him or her. You might suggest keeping a journal to answer the questions that appear in the book; they are designed to help people assess and make good decisions about their drinking.

Either way, let’s start by taking a look at cultural values around alcohol use; and with that as background, we can begin to explore the difference between almost alcoholics and true alcoholics.

**Social Drinking, Almost Alcoholics, and Alcoholics**
Drinking alcoholic beverages—at least in a social context—has been part of many cultures for centuries. The United States is no exception. You need only turn on a Sunday afternoon football or baseball game on television to witness a seemingly endless array of commercials showing men and women having a great time together, snacking and downing cold beers. Those images convey that drinking is a normal, fun social activity. Indeed, for many people pizza and beer, cocktails, or wine and cheese—enjoyed in the company of friends, at the ballpark, at
a happy hour, or in a sports bar—are a routine part of a normal social life.

Okay, if you’re not an alcoholic, and social drinking is a normal part of life—what’s the problem? Why write this book? Very simply, because we’ve learned that a certain percentage of those men and women who are enjoying themselves watching games and drinking cold beers (or enjoying wine and cheese with friends) will at some point cross a line—a line they will most likely not recognize—and become what we’re calling almost alcoholics. The reason they will not realize what they have done is that the line separating normal social drinking from being almost alcoholic is not bright and sharp, but is more of a gray area that a person can venture into before they know what’s happened.

We know that some people who start drinking will never be “normal” or social drinkers and will go on to become true alcoholics. What does that mean? Essentially, it means two things. First, the true alcoholic will inevitably reach a point where one drink is never enough. Once true alcoholics reach this stage, when they start drinking, they rarely stop until they’re drunk. Second, alcoholics do not feel normal without some amount of alcohol circulating in their bloodstream. As soon as their blood alcohol level gets low, they start craving a drink. And since one drink is never enough, stopping once they’ve started drinking is not an option. These constitute two of the core “symptoms” that have classically defined alcoholism. They are key elements in the diagnostic “box” that most professionals (and insurance companies) use to decide who needs treatment for alcohol dependence.
Of course, alcoholism is not diagnosed simply by these two concepts. There is a longer list of criteria, put forth by the American Psychiatric Association and the America Medical Association. In the next chapter, we list these criteria and compare them to our criteria for almost alcoholism. Alcohol dependence represents one extreme on a spectrum that ranges from normal social drinking to true alcoholism. Alcoholism is a much more severe problem and is associated with much more severe consequences than almost alcoholism, which occupies a large “zone” between normal social drinking and alcoholism.

As two mental health professionals specializing in treating people with alcohol and drug problems, we have diagnosed and worked with many true alcoholics. We know they have a disease and need help. Many of them recover and go on to lead very productive lives. But this book is about almost alcoholics and, while this condition has not been well studied, we estimate that for every alcoholic who fits the official diagnostic criteria for alcoholism, there are many others who “almost” fit the criteria and are, therefore, almost alcoholics. Their problems are usually not so severe as the problems faced by alcoholics, but they are nonetheless real and can have devastating effects on the lives of almost alcoholics and the people around them.

Our clinical experience is supported by research conducted by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. According to the NIAAA, the percentage of Americans who may not be alcoholics but whose self-reported drinking is enough to qualify them as having problems that can be linked to drinking has been on the increase for at least a decade.¹ It is among this group of people that we find the almost alcoholic.
Drinking Is Seldom the Reason People Seek Help

When almost alcoholics come to one of our offices, it is usually *not* for help with what they see as a drinking problem. Rather, they may be having trouble managing a teenage child. Or they may complain that their marriage seems to be in danger from too much fighting and too little sex. Sometimes they come to us because they’ve been feeling depressed or anxious for a long time, or have been suffering from chronic insomnia. Many of them have said that a few drinks at the end of the day helped them to relax or fall asleep, only to find in time that the drinks no longer produced this effect.

Some almost alcoholics seek help for a medical issue, again without seeing the connection between drinking and their symptoms. Matt was one of these people. A forty-five-year-old sales executive, Matt considered himself successful—at least in his work. Divorced and with an eight-year-old daughter, Matt spent a lot of time on the road, so much so that he said “I think of airports as my office.” He was as connected as anyone we’d heard of and was capable of hosting online meetings while waiting for his flight to board.

Matt made an appointment with his doctor when he noticed, to his considerable distress, that his hands and feet “tingled” and sometimes became numb. His doctor sent him to see several specialists, including a hematologist, a rheumatologist, and a neurologist. Initially, the tests all came out clear, but then he had nerve and muscle studies (sometimes referred to as an EMGs or electromyograms) to test for nerve damage. These tests revealed injury to the nerves in his hands and feet, called a *peripheral neuropathy*. There are many things that can cause a peripheral neuropathy, including alcohol. In most cases, so-
called alcoholic neuropathy takes a long time to become evident, which is why a doctor might not suspect it in a man of forty-five. However, some cases of alcohol-related neuropathy have been associated with acute and rapidly progressive onset.

After getting these test results, Matt’s doctor met with him for nearly an hour and did an in-depth assessment. It was during that assessment that Matt disclosed that he’d been in the habit of drinking four or five beers a day—plus an occasional cocktail or two—every day except those days when his daughter visited with him, which given his extensive business travels amounted to no more than five or six days a month. Moreover, he’d been drinking that much for many years. But he never missed a day of work, never had a blackout, and was able to “hold his liquor” well so that people around him never realized he was in fact intoxicated.

Being just forty-five, it had never occurred to Matt that he could be suffering from serious medical problems due to his drinking. Certainly, that idea had never occurred to him, and the possibility only emerged when his doctor conducted a thorough inquiry. When his doctor referred Matt back to the neurologist with this added information, further tests revealed that Matt was indeed suffering from peripheral neuropathy that was most likely caused by his drinking. Matt’s doctor also told him there was a chance that his neuropathy could be arrested, and perhaps even reversed, but only if Matt abstained from drinking. Given the dire situation he found himself in, Matt decided to do just that. A year later, he was able to report to his doctor that, while he still had occasional bouts on numbness or tingling in his hands and feet, they had indeed become less frequent and severe since he’d stopped drinking.
Social Drinking and Almost Alcoholic Drinking

Matt’s story and many others like his have brought this large group of previously undiagnosed individuals to our attention. As diverse as their stated reasons for seeking help may be, the common denominator for many of these people could be described as “social drinking gone over the line.” In other words, they’ve crossed into that gray area that separates normal drinking from alcoholic drinking.

Although there’s a strong correlation between their alcohol use and the problems we have described, our experience is that most almost alcoholics see no connection between the problems and their drinking. They are unable to “connect the dots.” We’re not really surprised, for two reasons. First, because little has been written about crossing the line separating normal social drinking from almost alcoholic drinking, it represents a new and novel concept to most people.

The second reason is that this change—moving from normal social drinking to almost alcoholism—doesn’t happen suddenly. Rather, it typically is a slow and insidious change, one that is so subtle and gradual as to be virtually undetectable to those who are experiencing it (as well to those who are close to them). From what we have seen, this process can take years and can be so gradual that those affected never see a reason to consult with a doctor or counselor, much less change their drinking behavior. Yet others around them—spouses, other family members, friends, colleagues, employers—often do see the problems caused by the drinking, even if they don’t recognize the drinking as a contributing factor. Sometimes it is pressure from these people that drive the almost alcoholic (reluctantly) to give us a call.
What are we asking of you, the reader? Basically, we are asking you to keep an open mind as you read this book. We are not saying that social drinking will always lead to problem drinking, and we are not trying to put labels on people where there isn’t a problem. Instead, our goal is to recognize, acknowledge, and support people who are experiencing—and causing—real suffering with their almost alcoholic drinking. What we are saying is that we know there is a gray zone beyond social drinking, and this gray zone is the place where some social drinkers become almost alcoholics. We want to help you decide if that has happened to you or to someone you love. If it has, we have some strategies that may help.
Part 1

Understanding the Almost Alcoholic
What Is Almost Alcoholic?

Geraldo, thirty-eight, had worked in the commercial real estate development field since graduating college with a degree in business management. His employer had offices and developed properties in the New England area. For many years the firm did nothing but grow, and Geraldo advanced along with it. He was now in charge of overseeing the budgets for new projects in three states. There was only one problem: for the last three years the number of new projects that the company was able to win contracts for had steadily dwindled as the U.S. economy sank into a protracted slump.

Part of Geraldo’s job involved traveling to the various project sites. There, he’d get a sense for whether the project was on schedule, which in most cases also meant that it would be on budget. His employer had found that being on site was the best way to monitor this activity. It was a strategy that had proven successful over time.

When Geraldo traveled, he lived on an expense account.
The company put him up in moderately priced hotels and paid a reasonable daily stipend for food. Geraldo also could do some entertaining of customers, mostly taking them to dinner or out for drinks. It was in this context that Geraldo found himself becoming an almost alcoholic.

Geraldo’s drinking was not excessive—at least not in his own mind. And if you were to ask the customers he entertained, it’s doubtful that any of them would say he ever got drunk. Nevertheless, Geraldo, who ten years earlier was someone who would only drink a cocktail or two on weekends, was now a man who had one or two cocktails almost every night—whether he was traveling or not. Was this a problem? Not from Geraldo’s point of view. He’d never, for example, even considered that he might be a “problem drinker.” On the other hand, Geraldo’s habit of fixing himself a cocktail (and then a second) as soon as he got home from the office meant that he usually preferred to watch the news on television instead of helping with or overseeing his two preteen daughters’ homework. Between his business travel and his “cocktail hour,” Geraldo’s interaction with his daughters had dwindled steadily. His wife had even started to notice and had remarked on it more than once.

The bad economy was also creating added stress on Geraldo at work. In order to keep making a profit and avoid possible layoffs, the firm needed to be sure it could reap maximum profits from each of its remaining projects. This meant the pressure was on Geraldo, and one way he responded was to drink one or two glasses of wine at lunch when he was traveling in addition to his regular cocktails. Again, did that make Geraldo an alcoholic? No. On the other hand, and while he did not really notice it, Geraldo was not as cognitively sharp and on
the ball after lunch as he was before lunch. And that had led to a couple of projects falling behind both in terms of schedule and cost. Geraldo knew these slips could mean trouble for him if it wasn’t corrected. That worry was starting to keep him up at night.

We would describe Geraldo as an almost alcoholic, and he definitely could use some help. Let’s look at why.

Two Kinds of People, or Many Different Shades?

Some people believe there are only two kinds of people in the world: alcoholics and non-alcoholics. The generally accepted criteria for diagnosing people with alcohol use issues has supported this concept. Moreover, many people also believe that we are either born alcoholics or we are not. This has been a prevailing view for a long time, and though this statement may seem dramatic to some, it does have some basis in reality. That basis is the fact that those who hold these beliefs tend to people who have experienced or witnessed the most severe symptoms and/or the most severe consequences of drinking. These symptoms and consequences include the following:

• Being unable to stop drinking, beginning from the first time he or she had a drink
• Repeatedly having blackouts (i.e., can’t remember the next day what happened) after having only a few drinks
• Being arrested multiple times for driving while intoxicated
• Becoming violent on more than one occasion when drinking
We know from our own clinical experience that there are people who develop severe alcohol drinking patterns and behaviors such as the ones just described. Of those people who are admitted into inpatient alcohol treatment programs, a large majority have experienced problems such as those just described. They are true alcoholics. Fellowships such as Alcoholics Anonymous were founded by and for these very people—the so-called hopeless cases. It isn’t hard to understand, then, why some people (including many health-care professionals) conclude that there are only two kinds of people in the world: alcoholics and non-alcoholics. If we were to draw a picture of such a vision of “the drinking world” it would look like this:

![The Drinking World Diagram]

Anyone who drinks heavily is at risk for adverse health consequences, but some people appear to face a heightened risk for developing alcohol-related health problems. The reason appears to be largely biological, though environmental factors also likely play a role in this difference. In support of this biological argument, researchers have found, for example, that people differ in how their bodies metabolize alcohol. Since our biological makeup is determined at birth, there is some truth in the idea that we have certain traits that make us more (or less) vulnerable to the effects of alcohol.

Our discovery of the almost alcoholic came through our many years of working not only with people who had the kinds
of drinking problems just described, but also with a much larger group of people with a variety of drinking patterns that didn’t meet the criteria for alcoholism. As noted earlier, the majority of this larger group came to us not because they were concerned (or because others had expressed concern) about their drinking, but for help with some other problem. The connection between the problems they sought help for and their drinking emerged only later. Let’s look at a couple more examples.

Jennifer’s Story

Jennifer, age forty-one, was married with two children, an eleven-year-old son and a nine-year-old daughter. Jennifer’s was a typical, two-income contemporary family. She had a middle-management job in a large real estate development and management company, while her husband, Dan, worked in the information technology department of a large university. As was true for most of the couples they knew, they struggled with balancing the demands of work with those of parenting, not to mention housekeeping. They enjoyed their life in a comfortable suburban community with good schools and access to recreation; at the same time, both Jennifer and Dan sometimes expressed that they found life on a “treadmill” difficult.

Dan and Jen had met in college during their junior years and married a year after graduating. As college students, they’d enjoyed partying as much as most of their friends, but had never gone “over the top” with it. They’d each known the occasional hangover, especially as freshmen, and both enjoyed meeting friends for tailgating parties at football games after graduation.
Jen did not drink at all during her pregnancies. However, after her second child was born, and after she returned to work following a six-week maternity leave, she joined Dan in his routine of sipping a glass of wine while they “decompressed” after work. That meant unloading the kids, making dinner, supervising homework, getting ready for the next day, and so on. Then after the kids were in bed, Jen would have a second glass of wine, and sometimes a third. She told us that for a number of years this was an effective way for her to release the stress that built up over the course of day. She also felt that the third glass of wine helped her sleep better.

When Jen sought therapy, it was not because of her drinking—which she still regarded as normal, and indeed helpful, given her high-pressure lifestyle. Jen was referred by her primary care physician, with whom she had shared her concerns about not sleeping well. Not sleeping well left her feeling “wired” the next day. That pattern then led her to feel increasingly depressed, which was reflected in a shortened temper (especially with the children), chronic feelings of fatigue, and a complaint from Dan that their sex life was “evaporating.” She’d asked her doctor about sleeping medications, or perhaps an antidepressant. The doctor’s said she would consider that, but first she wanted Jen to talk with a counselor.

• • •

Jen is a good example of this large group of people whom we have come to know well in our offices, people whose drinking emerges as a factor in their presenting problems. She did not make an appointment with a counselor because she was worried about her drinking. Neither had Dan made any connection
between his wife’s sleep problem, fatigue, and lack of interest in sex with her drinking (at least not so far).

Was Jen an alcoholic? No. She would not have enough of the symptoms to meet the accepted criteria for any of the alcohol-related diagnoses. She was not someone for whom one drink was never enough. Nor did she drink frequently enough to maintain a certain level of alcohol in her body. She’d never experience a blackout. And so on. Yet she was clearly experiencing symptoms—such as disturbed sleep, chronic fatigue, depression, and outbursts of anger—that true alcoholics also often report. The answer, for Jen, was that at some point she had crossed over the line that separates normal social drinking from almost alcoholic drinking. The good news, for her, was that this discovery became an opportunity to reassess her drinking (along with the stress that appeared to be driving it) and make some decisions. In the end, she made some changes not only about her drinking, but also about how to cope with the stresses she faced and how to create some balance in her life. She’d had that balance once, as a college student and as a newlywed, but it had gotten uneven as her life became packed with more and more responsibilities.

Let’s look at a second example.

**Marcus’s Story**

Marcus, nineteen, had done well in high school despite struggling with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). He’d avoided alcohol during those years—he’d been warned that his ADHD medication didn’t mix well with liquor—but once he got to college, he began drinking, usually in binges and in the company of friends.
At first, the downside of Marcus’s drinking was fairly subtle: his grades slipped a bit, and he sometimes missed classes the morning after drinking. On the upside, he became more outgoing when he drank and was less shy than he’d been through his high school years. A complicating factor for Marcus’s situation was his age: drinking in the college-age population typically involves a great deal of binge drinking, which is often organized around drinking games. (*Binge drinking* is defined by the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism as a drinking pattern corresponding to five or more drinks for a male and four or more for a female within about two hours, resulting in a blood alcohol level of .08 percent or more.) One such game is “beer pong” in which opponents try to bounce a Ping-Pong ball into one another’s full glass of beer. When your opponent lands his (or her) ball in your beer, you have to drink it all. Then another round begins.

Marcus found games like beer pong fun. It was socially acceptable and an easy way for him to overcome his shyness. Being drunk also made it easier for him to talk to girls, which further reinforced his behavior.

By the middle of his second semester at school, though, Marcus was in danger of flunking one course and was barely passing three others. To make matters worse, after drinking way too much one Friday night at a fraternity party, he got into a fight with a guy who thought Marcus was flirting with his girlfriend. Words were exchanged, but instead of it ending there, Marcus shoved the guy and then punches were thrown. Fearing it could lead to a brawl, someone dialed 911 for the campus police.

In accordance with the college’s zero-tolerance policy
toward violence on campus, Marcus was barred from living on campus the following semester. While he did manage to avoid flunking out, he finished that first year with a grade point average that jeopardized his chances of getting into the pharmacy school he’d always dreamed of attending.

Marcus is another example of someone who has crossed the line and entered the gray area of almost alcoholic drinking. Did this young man see the connection between the negative consequences he was experiencing and his drinking behavior? No. The only reason he sought counseling was because, in lieu of a suspension for the rest of that semester, Marcus was offered the option of enrolling in an anger management program at the student counseling center. This is a typical intervention, and not at all unique to Marcus. As we have learned, it is common for authorities (and even loved ones) to focus on a single incident—in Marcus’s case, his aggressive behavior—and to identify it as the problem, while ignoring the context (binge drinking) in which it had occurred. This is more evidence that almost alcoholics have until now remained a largely invisible segment of the population.

Research consistently shows that people tend to drink the heaviest in their late teens and early- to mid-twenties. Young adults, both male and female, are especially likely to binge drink. For some of these youths, such drinking may lead to other serious problems. For example, some studies have shown that a region in the brain associated with learning and memory—the hippocampus—is smaller in people who began drinking as adolescents. And studies of teens who were treated for
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alcohol withdrawal showed that they were more likely to have memory problems than adolescents who did not drink.2

Unfortunately, what some college students consider social drinking may include various binge-drinking “games.” Not every college student binge drinks, but this behavior tends to be fairly widespread and relatively tolerated by peers on college campuses. It is not uncommon for students to get drunk to the point of passing out. Because of that social context, and also because his drinking was mostly limited to weekends, Marcus viewed his own drinking as normal. He thought he was just doing what a lot of other students did, so how could he have a drinking problem? The reality is that most college students who binge on alcohol will pass through this phase and emerge in adulthood as normal social drinkers. Some of the heaviest drinkers may suffer some memory or learning problems connected to their earlier alcohol use, though they may never make this connection themselves. A few will go on to become full-blown alcoholics. And some, like Marcus, will become almost alcoholics.

Marcus’s experiences—getting into a fight and struggling with academics—were clearly consequences of his drinking, yet by themselves they would not have qualified him for a diagnosis of alcoholism. In other words, he didn’t fit into the accepted diagnostic “box.” Marcus was a client of Dr. Doyle, and it’s important to note that if Dr. Doyle had completely cleared Marcus of having a drinking problem, that young man could well have concluded that the negative things that were happening to him were just a matter of bad luck—being in the wrong place at the wrong time—and decide that there was no need to change his drinking behavior. Things could well have continued
to go downhill from there. However, by talking about that larger group of people who lie “below the waterline” in terms of their drinking, and by introducing Marcus to the concept of the almost alcoholic, Dr. Doyle was able to open the door that allowed Marcus to see the connection between his drinking and its consequences. From there they could discuss whether Marcus ought to consider doing something about his drinking, even if he was not an alcoholic.

**True Alcoholism**

While two physicians, Scotsman Thomas Trotter and American Benjamin Rush, had first talked about alcoholism as a medical condition in the early nineteenth century, it wasn’t until the book *Alcoholics Anonymous* was published in 1939 that the idea that alcoholism was a disease with both physical and mental causes began to take hold. It took until 1956 for the American Medical Association to recognize alcoholism as a disease with biological and environmental factors. Up until then—and still all too often today—the loss of control that is characteristic of alcoholic drinking was seen as a moral failing or a weakness of will rather than a symptom of a chronic but treatable disease. Today, in their *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-4-TR)*, the American Psychiatric Association recognizes alcohol abuse and dependence as disorders with genetic, neurological, and environmental factors.

What are the criteria for being officially diagnosed as an alcoholic? The outset of this chapter offered something of a litmus test. Alcoholics, for example, can’t stop drinking once they start. But there are also more detailed answers to the question that are worth looking at. These answers can help us
better understand what separates the alcoholic from the almost alcoholic.

The following are symptoms that professionals have considered to be classic indications of alcoholism. The source of this information is the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, whose web site is a valuable resource: www.niaaa.gov.

- **Craving:** This means just what it says—a strong need, or urge, to drink. The urge to have a drink is never far from consciousness, and alcoholics may become impatient or irritable when they don’t have access to alcohol.

- **Tolerance.** This refers to a tendency to need to drink more and more alcohol over time in order to get the same effect. For example, when an alcoholic first starts out drinking, he or she may feel “tipsy” or “relaxed” after only two drinks. After drinking steadily for a couple of years, it may take four or five drinks to reach that same point of relaxation. This person is said to have developed a “tolerance” for alcohol. Ironically, some people take pride in their ability to “hold their liquor,” meaning they can drink a great deal without passing out or falling down. They may take pride in being “the last man (or woman) standing” at a party, but in truth their disease is progressing and is probably already damaging their bodies.

- **Withdrawal.** This refers to symptoms that people in the more advanced stages of alcoholism experience when they totally stop drinking alcohol. These symptoms include sweating, a racing pulse, hand tremors, nausea and vomiting, anxiety, insomnia, and possibly seizures and delirium.
tremens (DTs), which can be fatal. An alcoholic in an advanced stage of the disease has to drink enough so that his or her body is never completely alcohol-free to avoid some or all of these severe and potentially life-threatening withdrawal symptoms, depending on the stage of their disease.

• **Inability to control or stop use.** Alcoholics are engaged in a prolonged and losing inner battle to limit their drinking. Some techniques they try might include drinking wine or beer instead of hard liquor, drinking only on weekends, or having only one cocktail before dinner. Every time they attempt to impose such a rule on themselves, however, they soon break it.

In addition to the aforementioned formal criteria that is used to diagnose an alcoholic, professionals often look for the following telltale signs:

• **Being preoccupied with drinking.** The person may start thinking about having that pre-dinner cocktail around lunchtime. He or she typically worries that the supply of liquor may be running low and makes sure to buy extra. Often, he or she hides an “emergency” bottle to avoid going without a drink.

• **Giving up other activities.** True alcoholics would rather drink than do just about anything else. This means they are likely to turn down invitations for events where liquor will not be available. Most will spend less and less time with nondrinking friends, and gradually narrow their social sphere and range of interests. Alcohol becomes their best friend, pushing aside other friends and even lovers.
Below are the current official criteria (symptoms) published by the American Psychiatric Association in their diagnostic manual (DSM-4 TR) that are used to diagnose a person as being “substance dependent,” or in this case an alcoholic. To qualify for that diagnosis, a person must have manifested three or more of these symptoms in a twelve-month period:

- **Tolerance:** A need for markedly increased amounts of alcohol to achieve intoxication or the desired effect, or markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of alcohol.

- **Withdrawal:** Physical symptoms such as sweating, diarrhea, etc., or using another substance (tranquilizers, etc.) in an effort to avoid withdrawal.

- **Drinking in larger amounts or over a longer period of time than was intended.**

- **A persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control drinking.**

- **Preoccupation:** A great deal of time and effort is spent obtaining alcohol and maintaining a supply, including possible hidden supplies.

- **Important social, occupational, and/or recreational activities are given up or reduced in favor of drinking.**

- **Drinking continues despite the knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by drinking (diabetes, hypertension, etc.)**

A second diagnostic category, alcohol abuse, is recognized by the DSM-4 TR when the following occur within a twelve-
month period, but without the other criteria for dependence, e.g., tolerance, withdrawal, and compulsive behavior:

- Recurrent alcohol use resulting in failure to fulfill major role obligations, e.g., repeated absences, suspensions or expulsions from school or work, neglect of children or household, etc.
- Recurrent use in situations that are physically hazardous, e.g., driving, operating machinery, etc.
- Recurrent legal problems related to drinking
- Continued use despite persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal problems

Since alcohol abuse has specific diagnostic criteria, but does not meet the criteria for alcoholism, we see it as having its own subcategory at the extreme end of the severity range of almost alcoholism.

Now, let’s look at Jen and Marcus in light of the criteria used to diagnose alcoholism. Despite Jen’s regular consumption of wine, and despite Marcus’s binge drinking at weekend parties, neither had yet developed much tolerance for alcohol. Jen had been drinking three glasses of wine a night for years, and Marcus didn’t drink other than for his binges at parties. Also, when they were sober, neither experienced any withdrawal symptoms. They did not suffer from any physical or psychological problems that they could connect to drinking, nor did their lives revolve around drinking. Neither had been unsuccessful stopping drinking, simply because it had never occurred to either of them to do so. So we might answer “don’t know” to the question of whether either of these individuals
could stop drinking for a period of time, if they made that decision.

As for being preoccupied with drinking, Jen admitted that she looked forward to her wine at night. On the other hand, she did not think about it during her lunch break or drive home faster so she could have that first drink—both of which are common experiences for alcoholics. In other words, she didn’t really crave alcohol. Marcus, meanwhile, did not really think about drinking or look forward to it with anticipation. Rather, heavy drinking was simply part of the weekend social scene he was accustomed to. Also, neither he nor Jen had given up friends or activities in order to drink, nor had they hidden a stash of liquor away in case they ran out. Finally, with the exception of Marcus not meeting role obligations, neither he nor Jen had the recurrent problems that define alcohol abuse. The bottom line, then, is that using the official criteria, a professional asked to assess Marcus or Jen would have to conclude that while both were drinking above low-risk levels, neither was an alcoholic. Such a pronouncement could, in turn, very well lead both of them to conclude that they did not have to consider changing their drinking behaviors. The question is whether such a decision would be in their best long-term interests.

Almost Alcoholic: Five Key Signs

Although Jen and Marcus, like every other almost alcoholic we have worked with, may not have met the required number of the official diagnostic criteria to qualify them as alcoholics, their drinking was marked by five key signs that they were almost alcoholics:
• You continue drinking despite at least some negative consequences.
• You look forward to drinking.
• You drink alone.
• You sometimes drink in order to control emotional and/or physical symptoms.
• You and your loved ones are suffering as a result of your drinking.

You Continue Drinking Despite at Least Some Negative Consequences. This first sign we have discovered is shared by true alcoholics and those who drink more than they should but not enough to be considered an alcoholic. In fact, this is the hallmark of the criteria for alcohol abuse in the American Psychiatric Association’s DSM-IV where negative consequences are defined as affecting work, family, legal status, physical safety, and social life.

Take our real estate developer, Geraldo, for example. True, he would probably not be diagnosed as alcoholic. But was drinking causing problems for him? Yes it was, both at home and in his work. And what about Marcus? As a college student given to hard partying, he also would not meet all of the criteria to be considered an alcoholic. Yet he’s still in trouble, and the connection between his troubles and his drinking is clear, at least when viewed from an objective perspective. If his drinking continues at its current pace, he is likely to experience even more serious consequences and might eventually find that he is among the estimated 10 to 12 percent of the U.S. population who meet the criteria needed to be diagnosed as alcohol dependent. The
question is, Should Marcus wait until he receives such a diagnosis before seeking help? Because that wait could scuttle his future. For an almost alcoholic, even a short delay can cause long-term problems.

Now let’s look at Jen. She’s been a steady drinker for years. She does not always drink until she gets drunk; rather, she usually stops after three glasses. Yet three glasses a night, every night for years, can lead to physical harm. One common effect can be a gradual disruption of what is called our “sleep architecture,” or the various cycles our sleep goes through. There is, for example, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, so named because our eyelids tend to move rapidly when we are sleeping at this level. We also dream during REM sleep. From REM sleep, we move to other levels, culminating in so-called deep sleep. It is during this deep sleep that our brains “cleanse” themselves, allowing us to wake the next morning feeling refreshed.

When Jen first started drinking, she may, as she claimed, have felt that it helped her unwind and relax after a long day of work and parenting. Yet by the time she went to her doctor seeking relief from chronic insomnia and fatigue, her sleep architecture had very likely been altered by her years of drinking. One sign of this was the way that Jen described her sleep: she said often fell asleep quickly, only to wake up in the wee hours of the morning, unable to get back to sleep. Most likely, she was not getting nearly enough deep sleep, and that was driving her fatigue as well as the low-grade depression she complained of.

While we can’t say that Jen an alcoholic according to the official criteria, was she an almost alcoholic? According to our
first critical criterion, the answer would be an unequivocal yes. Like Marcus, Jen may not be able to (or want to) see the connection between her daily drinking and its consequences for her mental health. But the connection, viewed from the outside, is clear. Before they are willing to accept help, people like Jen and Marcus need to understand that they may not be alcoholics, but they are not normal social drinkers either.

**You Look Forward to Drinking.** With respect to this second key sign, both Marcus and Jen qualify as almost alcoholics. Although Marcus’s drinking was mostly limited to parties, he readily admitted that he looked forward to it. He even eagerly anticipated getting drunk. Meanwhile, Jen said she definitely looked forward to her glasses of wine and would have been considerably put out if someone told her she could not have them.

The next two signs may not be present in every almost alcoholic, but in our experience one or both often are.

**You Drink Alone.** The vast majority of people who drink begin their drinking careers in a social context. And for many people, drinking remains largely a social activity throughout their lives. When a person’s drinking moves beyond a social setting—when it becomes more than just a social activity and is done alone for its own sake; that is, for the intoxicating effects of alcohol—there is a good chance that he or she has crossed the line separating normal social drinking from the territory we’ve labeled almost alcoholic. Drinking alone is also common among alcoholics, and whether this behavior indicates that someone has ventured beyond the large gray area of almost alcoholic drinking to alcoholic drinking depends on whether a
person meets the criteria for alcohol dependence.

One group that is at increasing risk for alcoholism is older people and the widowed. Not surprisingly, this group is also at risk for social isolation—and social isolation and drinking can go hand in hand.

That was certainly true for Betsy, whose husband, Brad, died a few years ago following a yearlong battle with colon cancer. Married fifty-two years, the couple had raised two sons, both of whom had their own families now, and both of whom lived many hours and many miles away.

Despite being invited by both sons to do so, Betsy had decided against selling the house and moving closer to her family. She did have a circle of friends, she told her sons, and in addition she did not relish the idea of cleaning out her possessions, leaving the house she and Brad had lived in for most of their married lives, and adjusting to a new community.

So Betsy stayed in the house, in the company of a cat she decided to adopt from a woman in her church. She found “George” to be a good companion. She also made a point of going to church every week and to continue with a book club she’d been part of for many years. Despite all of these things, Betsy admitted she often felt lonely. After a few years of living on her own, she realized that although her own health was holding up well, some of her closest friends were less fortunate. The net result was that her social life slowly but steadily dwindled. And as her social life faded away, Betsy’s drinking increased. Whereas she once drank strictly at social occasions, she found that a brandy or two at night helped, in her words “to settle my nerves.”
Betsy was drinking to compensate for her loneliness. The amount of brandy she drank slowly increased until two events happened. First, her oldest son asked, during their weekly phone call, if Betsy had been drinking. He politely but firmly pointed out that she was slurring her words. Embarrassed, Betsy replied that she’d had “a couple” of brandies that day, as the weather was cold and she’d felt a chill. In truth, she’d downed five brandies over the course of a Sunday afternoon.

About a month later, Betsy walked down her driveway to fetch the newspaper. On the way back, she tripped and fell, bruising her leg. The pain was bad enough that she decided to drive to the local emergency room. While she was there, awaiting the results of a CT scan, the doctor asked her how much she’d been drinking that afternoon. Again, Betsy was embarrassed, this time even more so because the doctor told her he was sure she was intoxicated and that, even if her leg was fine, he would not allow her to drive herself home. Humiliated, Betsy was forced to call a church friend, who came and drove her home.

• • •

Betsy is an example of someone whose drinking behavior included two of three critical signs of being an almost alcoholic: She had continued to drink despite at least one clear negative consequence—that phone conversation with her son. Moreover, she had developed a habit of drinking alone.

Betsy's drinking behavior also included our third key sign of being an almost alcoholic—drinking to control her emotions, and without intervention, she may have progressed to full alcoholic drinking.
You Sometimes Drink in Order to Control Emotional and/or Physical Symptoms. Clearly, Betsy drank in order to compensate for loneliness. Indeed, almost alcoholics often drink for many reasons that have to do with emotional discomfort, such as

- to relieve stress or “unwind”
- to drown out grief or anxiety
- to overcome social shyness
- to try to overcome insomnia
- to relieve boredom
- to control pain or other physical discomfort

You and Your Loved Ones Are Suffering as a Result of Your Drinking. The suffering caused by almost alcoholic drinking is often more subtle than that of full-blown alcoholism, but it nonetheless exists. Because the process by which a person becomes an almost alcoholic is so insidious, the suffering is also insidious. It can be years before the connection between drinking and the suffering is made—if it is ever made. In every case we’ve discussed so far, however, it is easy to see—when viewed in terms of being almost alcoholics—this connection. And it is not just almost alcoholics who suffer, but their loved ones as well.

The Drinking World—A Spectrum

We have learned over time and through experience that when talking about almost alcoholics, it is often less helpful to talk about formal and official diagnostic criteria for alcoholism—the diagnostic box that represents the tip of an iceberg representing all drinkers—and is better to focus instead on these five
key indicators that a man or woman as an almost alcoholic. To determine if this is you (or someone you love), answer these questions:

- Do you continue to drink despite one or more negative consequences associated with drinking?
- Do you look forward to drinking?
- Do you drink alone, and not just socially?
- Do you sometimes drink in order to control some emotion?
- Is your drinking causing suffering for you or a loved one?

These questions are related to the formal diagnostic criteria for alcoholism; they are on the same spectrum—only a bit further away in terms of severity from true alcoholism. Those who answer yes to these questions may not have yet suffered the more serious consequences of drinking; or if they have, they are not aware of the connection between their drinking and negative consequences. On the other hand, they have definitely moved beyond normal social drinking.

We have come to view the world of drinkers as not sharply divided into two types of people, but rather as consisting of a wide diversity of people. From our perspective the world looks something like this:

The Drinking World

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Social Drinkers</th>
<th>Almost Alcoholics</th>
<th>Alcoholics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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The critical difference between the way we see the drinking world and the traditional view of alcoholism is shown by the shading from white to a gray that grows darker until it becomes black, creating the three areas, or zones, in the boxes of this graphic. The large gray area (where Geraldo is now) separates the white zone of what we would call normal social drinking from the black zone of true alcoholism (where Geraldo is not, or at least not yet). The same would apply to all the other cases we’ve described so far. At any point in time any one of us who drinks occupies a place somewhere within one of these three zones. As we’ll see in the next chapter, the diagnostic category

---

**From Low Risk to Harmful Drinking**

Mark Willenbring, MD, former director of the Division of Treatment and Recovery Research at NIAAA, proposed a similar drinking continuum in the American Society of Addiction Medicine’s *Principles of Addiction Medicine*, 4th edition.¹ As in our spectrum, Willenbring’s includes social drinking (what he calls “low-risk drinking”) and dependent drinking on either end of the spectrum. He breaks down what we’re calling alcoholic drinking into two categories, which he terms “heavy drinking”: at-risk drinking (heavy drinking that doesn’t meet the criteria for a diagnosis of abuse or dependence according to the *DSM-IV*) and “harmful drinking,” or alcohol abuse.

---

**DSM-IV-TR Criteria: Alcohol Abuse**

(one or more criteria for over a year)

- Role impairment (e.g., failed work or home obligations)
- Hazardous use, (e.g., driving, swimming, or operating machinery while intoxicated)
- Legal problems related to alcohol use
- Social or interpersonal problems due to alcohol

of alcohol abuse is a special case of almost alcoholism that falls somewhere toward the far end of the gray zone, but before the full criteria for alcoholism come into play.

Finally, with the possible exception of those whose drinking places them at the extreme right of the alcoholic zone, research has taught us that many people, including some who meet the criteria for alcohol abuse, have the ability to “shift left” and drink less or abstain altogether. Essentially, there is the opportunity to move from one zone to another. However, for the true alcoholic, for whom controlled drinking is by definition almost always unsuccessful, it’s commonly accepted that total abstinence, maintained by a personal program of recovery, is the best choice.